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Good RCILNCERCLA coordination has become increasingly .important as oti offices 
have reorganized and programs have assumed new organizational relationships. We believe 
that, in generai, coordination of site cieanup activities among EPA RCIU, EPA CERCLA and 
state/tribal cieanup programs has improved greatly; however, we amaware of examples df 
some remaining coordination dficulties. In this-memo, we disks three areas; acceptance of 
decisions made by other remedial programs; deferral ‘of activities and coordination among EPA 
RCRA, EPA CERCLA and state/tribal cleanup programs; and coordination of the specific 
standards and administrative requirements for closure of RCRA regulated units with other 
cieanup activities. We also ‘announce a revision to the Agency’s policy on the use of fate and 
transport calculations to meet the ‘clean ciosure” performance standard under RCRA. We 
hope the guidance’offered here will assist in your continuing efforts to eliminate duplication of 
effort, streamline cleanup processes, and build effective r&tionships with the states and tribes. 

This memorandum focuses on coordination between CERCLA and RCRA cleanup 
programs; however, we believe the approaches outlined’here are also applicable to 

. coordination between either of these programs and certain state or tribal cleanup programs that 
meet appropriate criteria. For example, over h+f of the states have ‘Superfund-like” 

. . 



authorities. In some cases, these state authorities are substantially equivalent in scope and 
effect to the federal CERCLA program and to the state or federal RCRA corrective action 
program. In accordance with the 1984 Indian Policy, EPA recognizes tribes as sovereign 
nations, and wil1 work with them on a government-to-government basis when coordinating 
cleanup efforts on lands under tribal jurisdiction. 

In addition to the guidance provided in this memorandum, two other &-going 
initiatives address coordinarion of RCRA and CERCLA. First, EPA is currenrfy coordinating 
an inter-agency and state “Lead Regulafor Workgroup.” This workgroup intends to .provide 
guidance where overlapping deanup authorities apply at federai facilities that identifies options 
for coordinatkg oversight and deferring deanup fIom one program to another. We intend for 
today’s memorandum and the pending guidan= from the Lead Regulator Workgroup to work 
in concert to improve RCRA/CERCLA integration and coordination. Second, EPA has also 
requested comqent on RCRAKERCLA integration issues in the May 1, 19% Advanced 
Not& of Propose-d Rxtlemaking-Correczive Action for Releases From S&id Wastk 
Managemeti &its at Hazardous Waste Managetint FaciXties (61 FR 19432; comntody 
refer?& to as the RCIU “Subpart S” ANPR). We intend to cccrdinate all of these efforts as 
we develop fkrther policy on integration issues. 

Generally, c!eanupi under RCRA c~r;ecti~c action or CERCLA wiil subszantiveiy 
satisfy the requirements of both.progmns. ’ We beGeve that, in mea siruations, EPA RCIU 
and CERCLA site managers can defer ckanup actitities for aU or parr of a sire from one 
program to another with the expectation that no fbrber ckanup will be mquired under the 
deferring program. For example, when investigations or stiies have &en cornpie*& under 
one program, there should be no need to review or reseat those investinarions or studies under - - - 
another program. 

~~ -- ~-. 
Si&&iy, a remedy that is acceptable under one program should be 

presumfxi to meet the standa& of tk other. 

It has kxl our eqcrience hat,. given the kvci of. site-speciik. +&ion-making 
requirecf for ckming up sitw, differences among the implemenmion approaches of the various 
remediai programs primarily r&kc2 tiennces in professional judgement rather than 
strucmrai inconsisrc~i~ in the programs themselves. Where there are differences in 
approaches among rexnedti pmgrams, but not in their fuxxkncntal purposes or objectives 
(e.g., differen in anaiytid QAlQC procedures), these differences should not necessarily 

.y’ 
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In a few, limited wes, prqxam diffmncts may be sufI?cicntly g;rrst to prcvenr defe.rral to the 
other proqam (e.g.- tie inability of CEXLA to ark&s pcQoieum rclea~s or RCRA to address cerfain radioactive 
marcrials). Ln these kxaxzs we encourqc remedial programs to coordinart dowiy wi& eacfi otkr to minimitt 
duplication of effort, induding ovmigk . . 
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prevent deferral. We encourage program implementors to focus on whether the end results of 
the remedial activitres are substantively similar when making deferral decisions and to make- 
&&y effort to resoive differences in professional judgement to avoid imposing two regulatory 
P / - - 

- 

We are committed to the principle of parity between the RCRA corrective action and 
CERCLA programs and to the idea that the programs should yield similar remedies in similar 
circumstances. To furzher this goal, we have developed and continue to deveiop a number of 
joint (RCRAKERCLA) guidance documents. ,For exampie, the several “Presumptive 

- Remedies, ” which are preferred technologies for .common categories of sites, and the Guidance 
for Evaluating the Technicat Impracticability of Ground-Water Restoration (OSWER Directive 
9234.2-25, September 1993), which recognizes the impracticability of achieving groundwater 
restoration at certain sites, are applicable to both RCRA and CERCLA cka.nups. For more 

: information on the conc:pt of parity between the RCRA arid CERCLA programs see: 54 FR 
41000, esp. 4100641009 (October 4, 1989), RCIU deferral poiicy; 54 +FR 10520 (March 13, 
1989), National Priorities List for Uncontrolled Hazardous Waste Sites Listing Policy for 
Federaf Facilities; 55 FR, 30798, esp. 30852-30853 (Juiy 27, 1990), Proposed Ruie for 

I- Corrective Action for Solid Waste Management Units at Hazardous Waste Management 
Facilities; 60 FR 14641 (March 20, 1995)) Deletion Policy for RCRA Facilities; and, 61 FR 
19432 (May 1, 19%), Corrective Action for Refeases From Solid Waste Management Units at 
Hazardous Waste Management Facilities, Advanced Notice of Proposed Ruiemahg. 

The concept of deferral fkom one program to another is beady in general use at ERA. 
For example, it has long been EPA’s policy to defer facilities that may be.eiigibie for inchion 
on the National Priorities List (NPL) to the, RCRA program if they are subject to RCRA 
corrective action (unkss they fail within certain exceptions, such as federal facilities). 
Recently, EPA expanded on this poiicy by issuing criteria for deieting sites that are on the 
NPL and deferring their ck.anu~ to RCRA corrcftive a&on (attached)? When a site is 
deleted from the NPL and deferred to RCIU, problems of jqrisdictional overiap and 
duplication of effort are eliminated, because the si= will be handled solely under RCRA 
authdrity . Corrective action permits or orders should address ail rekases at a CERCLA site 
being deferred to RCRA; some RCRA pexmits or orders may need to be modified to address 
all releases before a site is dcieti from the NPL. 

/@-=--\ z Currently, thc:RClU deletion pohy. does not pertain to federal hcifitia, even if such facilities are also 
subject to Subtitle C of RCRA. Site Mhagrs are encouraged to use interagency agwmcnts to eiiminatc 
duplication of effort at federal facilities; the Lead Regulator Workgroup intends to provide additional guidance on 
coordinating ovenight and deferring ck~up fkom one program to another at federal facilities. ’ 



While EPA’s general policy is for facilities subject to both CERCLA and RCTiA to ix 
cleaned up under RCU, in some cases. it may be more appropriate for the federal CERCLA 

* s eLA---7 or a state/tribal “,&q&u&&e cles to take the lead.. In these cases, 
the RCU permitlorder should defer corrective action at al1 of the facility to CERCLA or a 

anup program. For example, where program priorities differ, and a cieanup 
under CERCLA has already been completed or is underway at a RCRA faciiity, corrective 
action conditions in the RCRA permit/order could state that the existence of a CERCLA acrion 
m@-Ces sep~emssary. h this Case, there wzd%i netd for be RCU 
program to revisit the remedy at some later point in time. Where the CERCLA program has 
already sekcted a remedy, the RCRA pennit could cite the CERCLA decision document (e.g., 
ROD), but would not necessarily have to incorporate that document by reference. RCRA 
permits/orders can also defer corrective action in a. similar way for ckanups undertaken under 
statekribai programs provided the statekibat a&n protects human health and the 

- environment to a degree at least equivak~ to that required under the RCR& program. 

Superfund policy on defeti of CERCLA sites for listing on tfi;: NPL while states and 
tribes’oversee response actions is derailed in the May 3, 1995 OSWER Directive 9375.6-11 
(‘Guidance on Deferral of NPL Listing D~WIIGIU~~O~IS While S&KS Oversee Rkswnse 
Actions”). The intent of this policy is to accelerate tht rate of response actions by 
encouraging a greater state or &al role, while maintaining proteztive ckanups and ensuring 
fuil public partkipation in the decision-nralcing p-s: Once a defenai response is com@ete, 
EPA will remove the site from CERCLIS and wti not consider the site for the NPL unless the 
Agency r&tives new information of a reiease or potential rekase that poses a signiiicanr. ‘&eat 
to human he&b or the environment. The state and tribal deferral policy is available for sires 
not listed on the NPL; deferral of fi& MJL sites must be address& under the Agency’s 
deletion poiicy, as desctibed above. 

while deferral from one program to ano& is typically the most efiiciem and deskable 
way to address overiapping cieanup mq&nex~, in some cases, kl.l deferrai will not be 
appropriate and coordination between programs Ml be required. The goal of any approach to 
yoordination of remedial rqirements should be to avoid duplication of effort (includinn 
oversight) and second-guessing of remedial decisions. We encourage you to be creative and 
t3cus on the most efficient path to the dearred envuonmentai result as you craft strategies for 
coordination of ckanup requirements under RCRA and CERCLA and ben~een federal and 
state/tribal cleanup programs. 

F-4 . Several ap$roaches for coordination bkween progmns at facilities subject to both 
<’ R&A and CERCLA are &y in use. It is important to note that options for coordination 

at federal facilities subject to CERCLA §120 may differ from those at non-federal facilities 



because of cerkn prescriptive requirements under $120. EPA anticipates issuing futier 
_guidance on coordination options specific to federal facilities through the interagency Lead 
Regulator Workgroup. Current approaches that are in use inchide: 

Cruft CERCLA or RCRA decision documents so that cleanup responsibilities are 
divided. CERCL4 and RCRA decision dczuments do not have to re’quire that the ._._. --_ .- 
entire faciky be cleaned up under one or the other program. For example, at some ___ .--. _---_ ____-_ ..” ..--. -._ 
facilities being cleaned up under CERCLA, the RCRA units (reguiated or solid waste) 
ire pnyslcalfy dNmct and could be addressedu~~~~&-&%e cases, the h 
CERCLA decision documents can focus CERCLA activiti. on cemin units .or areas, 
and designate others for action under RCRA. When units or areas are deferred from 
CERCLA to RCRA, the CERCLA program shouid include a statement (e.g., in a ROD 
or memorandum skbmitted to the administrative record) that successful completion of 
these activities would eliminate the need for further cleanup under CERCL4 at those 
units and minimal review would be necessary to deiete the site from the NPL. 
Similarfy, when units or areas are deferred f/ram RCRA to CERCL4, RCRA permits 
or orders can reference the CERCLA cfeanup process and state that complying with the 

,- . 
terms of the Peru requirements would satisfy the requirements of RClL4. 

Establish timing sequences in RCRA and CERCLA decision documents. RCRA and 
CERCLA decision documents can establish schedules according to which the 
requireme~ for cieanup at aU or part of a facility under one authority would be 
determined oniy after compietion of an a&n under tbc other authority. For example, 
RCRA permits/orders can establish schedules of corn?- which ailow decisions as 
to whe*cher corrective action is requked to be made afkr completion of a CERCLA 
cleanup or a cieannp under a state/tribal authority. After the state or CERCLA 
response is carried out, there should be no need for further ckanup under RCRA and - 
the RCRA pcnnit/drder could simply. make that findinn. Simkty, CERCLA or 
statdribai ckanup program decision documents could delay review of units or areas 
thatarebeing ad&es& undcr.RCRA, with the expectation that no additional cleanup 
will need to be undee perding successful completion of the RCRA activities, 
although CERCLA wouid have to go through the administrati+e step of deieting the sire 
from the NPL. 

4 disadvantage of this a-is that it contemplates sub s&pent review of cle%yp by 
the deferring program and creates uncerknq by raising the possibility that a second 
round of ckanup may be necessary. Therefore; we rtfommend that pro- 
implementers look first to. approaches that divide responsibilities, as described above. 

,F”I, 
A timing approach, however, try be most appropriate in certain circumstances, for 
example, where two different regulatory agencies are involved. Whenever a timing 
approach is used, the final review by the deferring program will generally be very 
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streamlined. c In conducring this review, there should bc a strong presumption that the 
cleanup under the qther program is adequate and that reconsidering the remedy should 
rarefy bc necessary. 

3” 

The examples included in this memo demonstrate several possibie approaches to 
deferring action from one cicanup program to another. For exampic, under RCIL4, situations 
are descried where the RCRA corrective action program would make a finding that no action 
is required under RCRA because the hazard is already being addressed under the CERCLA 
program, which EPA believes affords equivalent protection. In other examples, the RCRA 
progqm defers not to the CERCLA program B SPL, but either defers to a par&&r CERCLA 
ROD or actually incorporates such ROD by reference into a RCR4 permit or order. In 
addition, there are examples where the Agency mumits to revisit a deferral decision once the _ 2, activity to which RClL4 action is being defend is completed; in other situarions, 
reevaluation is not contemplar&. As dhucd in this memorandum, no singic approach is 
recommende& because the decision of whether to defer action under one pro&m to another 
and bow to szruhure such a deferral is highly dcpendanf on sic-spcc3ic and commtiv 

pc”I. circumstances. In addition, the qqx of deferral chosen may raise issues coniz=rning, for 
example, the rype of sup&xting documcnfation that should bc inch&d in the administrative 
rccmd for the derision, as well as issues conctrning availability and scope of administrative 
and judicial review. 

Agreeme= on coordination of cleanup programs should be fahoncd to pmc~ 
revisiting of dc&sions and shouid be de&y incorporated and cross-refcrcnced into existing or 
new agreemeats, permits or orders. We recognize that his up-front coordination requires 
significant resources. Our expe&hon is tfm, over the long-term, dqlichx Agency 
oversight will bc reduced a& ckamq eificicncy will lx e&an&. 

Some of the most significant RWCERCLA integration issu& are associated with 
coordination of requirements for ciosurc of RCRA reguiati units3 .with 0th ckanup 
activities. Curretiy, -t&c arc reguiatory dislhctions btSvcen requtiments for cfosu.re of 
RCKA rcguiatcd units aad other ckanq requirements (e.g., RCRA corrective action 
requirements). Rw rcmtcd units are subjar to specific standards for operation, 
charactexization of rdcascs, ground water corrective action and ciosurc. Cmrdination of these 

’ standards with otfirr remedial activities can kc cbalteuging. In the November 8,19!% 
proposed Post-cfosurc Me (59 FR 55778), EPA requcsti comment on an approach that 

3 In this document, the tan “regukd unit” reftn to any surf& impoumimcat, was&c pile, land ttcaCmenC 

unit or. landfill that restivks (or has ncrivtd) hazardous waste afk My 26,1982 or that ctrdfied ciosum after 
January 26,1983. 
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would reduce or e!iminate the regulatory distinction between cleanup of releases from closed 
or closing regulated units and cleanup of non-regulated unit releases under RCRA conective 
action. The Office of Solid Waste will address this issue futier in the final Post-Closure and 
Subparr S. rules. 

At the present time, however, the dual regulatory structure for RCRA closure and other 
cletiup activities remains in place. There are several approaches program impiementors can’ 
use to reduce inconsistency and duplication of effort when impiementing RCR.4 ciosure 
requirements during CERCLA deanups or RCRA corrective actions. These approaches are 
analogous to the o.ptions discussed above for coordination between ckxnup programs. For 
exampie, a clean-up plan for a CERCLP; operable unit that physically encompasses a RCIU 
regulated unit could be structured to provide for concurrent compliance with CERCLA and the 
RCRA ciosure and posr-ciosUrq requirements. La this example, the RCRA pcrmitforder could 
cite the ongoing CERCLA cleanup, and irxdrprate the CERCLA rquirements by reference. 
R&4 public participation requirements would have to be met for the permit/order to be 
issued; however, at many sites it may be possiioie to use a singie process to meet this need _ 
under RCRA and CERCLA. 

At some sites, inconsistent cieanup levels have been applied for removal and 
decontamination (‘dean ciosure”) of regulated units and for site-wide remediation under 
CERCLA or RCRA corrxtive action. Where this has happened, ciean closure levels have 
been generally set at background levels whiIe, at the same site, cleanup levels have been at 
higher, risk-based conctnuations. T6 avoid this inconsistency aad to better coo- 
between different regulatory programs, we encourage you to use risk-based levels when 
d&eloping ckan-ciosure standards. The Agency has previously presenteci rts position on the 
use of background and risk-based levels as cican ciosure standards (52 FR 8704-8709, March 
19, 1987; attached). This notice states that clean ciosure leveis are to be based on health- - 
based levels approved by the Agency. Ifxo Agency-approved levei exists, then background 
concentitions may be used or a site~owner~may mbmit suf%ient data on toxicity to allow 
EPA 10 determine what the health-b@ levt3 should be. 

EPA continues to kiieve, as stated in the M&ch 19,1987 notice, that risk-based 
approaches are ~rotectivc and appropriate for. cleau4osure determinations. i[n EPA’s view, a 
regulatory agency could reasouabiy conch~de that a regulated unit was cfean-ciosed under 
RCRA if it was cieancd up under Super&n& RCRA corrective action, or certain state/tribal 
cleanup programs to the performance standard for clean closure. This performance standard 
can be met with the use of &k-based levels. RCRA units that did tic$ achieve the closure 
perf0- standard under a cleanup wouid remain subject to RCRAcappiug and post- 
closure care requirements. 

The 1987 federal register notice described EPA’s policy that the use of fate and 
transport models to establish risk levels would be inamropriate for clean closure 
determinations. This discussion, .however, also inciuded the statemexu that, after additional 
experience with &au ciosms, ‘the Agency may decide that a less stringent approach is . 
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sufficiently reliable to assure that ciosures based on such analyses are fully protective of 
human health and the environment. - After nine ye~ar~,~cf.fur&er experience, E?A.believes that, 
consistent with the use of risk-based standards in its remedial pro&ns, use of fate and 

-------.------ transport mdheis to establish risk levels can be appropriate to establish ciean closure 
---- determmatlons. IzPA today announces that it is changing its 1987 policy on evaiuzg clean 

closure under RCRA to allow use of fate and transport modeis to support clean dosure 
demonstrations. EPA intends to publish this change in the Federal Register in the near future. 

We encourage you to consider risk-based approaches when deveioping cleanup levels 
for RCRA regulated units and to give consideration to leve’ls set by state/tribal programs which 
use risk-based approaches. EPA is deveioping guidance on risk-based clean ciosure and on the 
use of models to meet tfie ckan ciosurc performance standard. 

Sine almost all states oversee Fe c~osure&ostciosure process and morethan half 
ixr&ment RCRA corrective action, coordination of RCRA corrective action and ciosure wilf 
often be soleiy a state issue. However, if a state is not aurhorized for corrective action or if a 
facyity is subject to CERCLA as well as RCRA corrective.action, ciosc kxiination $tween 
federal and state agencies will be necessary. As discussed above, acti approaches to 

’ comdination or deferral at any site sttouid lx developed in consideration of site-qecifk and 
communi~ corlcem. 

We encourage you to corknue your efforts to uxrdinate activities berween the RCR4 
and CERCLA pr@rams and berwezn state, tribai and federal ckanup programs. We are 
aware that several of the EPA Regions are cor~~idering dwe!qing for&I mechanisms ‘to 
emure that cmrdination will occc among these programs. We endorse these effort, and 
encourage ail Regions, szates and tribes to consider the adoption of mechanisms or policies to 
ensure coordination. If you have any @eations on the issues discussed in this memorandum, 
or on other RCfMICERCLA issues, piease caQ Hugh Davis ac (703) .3Og-8633. 

attachments 

cc: Craig Hooks, FFEO 
Bany Brtrrr, OSRE 
Robert’Van Heuveien. qRE ’ 
Steve Luftig, O&l? 
Michaei Shapiio, (2.:. ‘J 
Jim Woo!ford, FEZ.2 
Regionai RCRA Branch Chiefs 
Regional CERCLA Branch chitfs 

-F&al F&i&g Lg&rship’Counciz ‘.. -. - 
Tom Kennedy, Association of States and Territorial Solid waste Management Officials 


